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During a party for Batman's crime-fighting anniversary, the Riddler appears and nabs a golden calf
filled with money for charity. His next target is the Gotham City Bank, which he floods for an
underwater robbery. Although Batman and Robin try to stop him, the villain makes a clean getaway,
leaving only a final riddle that stumps the Caped Crusaders. They discover all too late that his next
move is an attempt to destroy them, this time with deadly quicksand disguised as strawberry icing
atop a giant cake. "Batman's Anniversary" marked The Riddler's only appearance this second
season, with THE ADDAMS FAMILY's John Astin replacing Frank Gorshin due to the latter's salary
demands. This anniversary was broadcast 13 months after the show's debut, and this Riddler script,
the only contribution from William P. D'Angelo, essentially carries on the Puzzler characterization
done seven weeks before by Maurice Evans, a series of puzzles rather than riddles to confound the
Caped Crusader, even once referring to himself as 'The Prince of Puzzlers.' Even if Gomez Addams
isn't anyone's idea of a decent Riddler, the plot at least is an improvement over the aviation themed
Puzzler piece, this Riddler interrupting Batman's festivities to commit a series of robberies to
accumulate $3 million to purchase a Demolecularizer from its impoverished inventor, Professor
Avery Evans Charm (Martin Kosleck), refused funding due to his being a high school dropout. The
initial Bat fight takes place underwater in a 'bank wet,' and the death trap finds the Dynamic Duo
drowning but not getting wet atop an anniversary cake, sinking in quicksand disguised as icing.
Byron Keith makes the 8th of his 10 appearances as Mayor Linseed, and silent screen comedian
Eddie Quillan pops in for a welcome cameo as the Newsie who sells Batman a paper containing The
Riddler's latest puzzle. The Riddler (John Astin) returns for the first time in season two.
I personally found watching John Astin playing The Riddler a rather awkward experience. It is all good
and well that he was trying to be like Frank Gorshin but he or the director pushed this issue so
strongly that Astin finally gets on the nerves of the viewer. Also, the underwater fight scene just
looker stupid.
But there are other things to enjoy in this two-parter.
The 1966 Batman series has no stinkers (unlike some other noted cult 1960s TV shows I love) and if
one element (like Astin) does not click you simply centre your attention on other elements of the
series (like West, Ward, the Batmobile, the henchmen, the henchwomen, the music, the sets, the
colour, etc).
Deanna Lund plays the Riddler's assistant but you will have to wait until the very end of part two to
see her do anything of interest. In this same year (1967) Lund would be at 20th Century Fox studios
(again) filming the Land Of The Giants pilot (aired in 1968).
In a nutshell, if you just want to see Adam West and Burt Ward (not Astin)...you will have a ball with
this two-parter. a5c7b9f00b
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